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n January 31, 1949 the People’s Liberation Army 
entered Beiping, accompanied by a victory procession 
which signaled to onlookers that the city (ultimately to 

be renamed Beijing) was hereafter to be governed by the 
Chinese Communist Party. American historian Derek Bodde, 
who was among the curious crowds which gathered, would 
later describe the event in his journal with evocative concision: 
 

Behind the soldiers marched students carrying two 
large portraits: one of Mao Tse-tung [Mao Zedong], 
the other presumably of Chu Te [Zhu De], commander 
in chief of the People’s [Liberation] Army. A military 
band came next, and finally a long line of trucks 
carrying more soldiers, students, and civilian 
employees of the telephone company railroad 
administration, and other semi-official organizations. 
In about ten minutes, the parade was over.1 
 

Three days later the new political-military administration 
launched another longer, larger, more formalized event—a 
city entrance ceremony (入城式)—which began on February 3 
at 10 o’clock in the morning, with the ceremonial procession 
entering Beiping’s city wall through the Xizhimen and 
Yongdingmen portals, winding its way through the city, and 
finally gathering in front of the Qianmen watchtower (箭楼) 
complex to the immediate south of Tiananmen.2 This second 
procession was similar in composition and significance to the 
first. Participation by students, workers, municipal officials, 
and soldiers demonstrated the strength and unity of the new 
regime; paraded portraits of Mao Zedong and Zhu De, 
accompanied by shouted slogans, indicated that authority 
belonged to the regime’s ruling party (hereafter, the CCP). To 
amplify the parade’s effects, crowds were assembled at 
appropriate points throughout the city and their positive 
response to the paraders—all carefully controlled and 
scripted— were documented in local and international press 
reports highlighting popular enthusiasm for the city’s new 
occupiers.3 

Such large-scale public events emphasizing, as narrated by 
both Bodde and the People’s Daily, the might of CCP 
authority as well as the spontaneous nature of popular 
approval, are frequently and justifiably interpreted as evidence 
that CCP leaders were able to rapidly create, and disseminate, 
a new political culture of keywords, visual icons, and visceral 
public performance which consolidated their rule and unified 
“new” China.4 Within the city of Beijing itself, creation of a 
new symbolic heart of the country from the dilapidated  

 
imperial structures reworked or destroyed during the creation 
of Tiananmen Square has also become, for historians, 
emblematic of CCP efforts to monum entalize power 
and, thereby, create new forms of “political expression, 
collective memory, identity, and history.”5 Certainly the CCP 
made extensive use of Tiananmen as a stage for political 
theater of an increasingly grand scale. As Bodde would later 
note, on February 12, 1949 yet another mass meeting and 
parade were organized to coincide with Fifteenth Night (元宵) 
festivities—a significant event in the lunar calendar—with 
Tiananmen (“Tian’an Gate,” or “Gate of Heavenly Peace”) 
chosen as the key backdrop:  

 
Biggest of all was yesterday’s super mass meeting in 
the big square before the T’ien-an Men (the imposing 
front gate to the forbidden city), followed by a parade 
lasting many hours. Over 200,000 persons are said to 
have listened to the speeches delivered from the top of 
the gate, which was draped with red flags and 
surmounted by giant portraits of Mao Tse-tung and 
Chu Te. Though the crush was too great to let me near 
the gate itself, the cavorting paraders I saw later on 
seemed to be thoroughly enjoying themselves. One of 
the most arresting displays, according to the papers (I 
did not see it myself), was that prepared by students 
from the Mukden [Shenyang] Medical College. It 
consisted of a turtle labeled Chiang Kai-shek … On 
him rode a “big-nosed” foreigner in formal attire and 
stovepipe hat, obviously Uncle Sam.    
 

The Fifteenth Night meeting marked the first time that a 
portrait of Mao was displayed above Tiananmen; also 
displayed were portrait images of Zhu De, Lin Biao, and Ye 
Jianying. 6  (Ye was then serving as Beijing’s mayor and 
Military Control Commission chairman and he, not Mao, was 
plausibly the first CCP high official to address a crowd in the 
space which would become Tiananmen Square.) Observers’ 
accounts of the impact of such large-scale and culturally 
sensuous events varied: while Bodde emphasized the 
enjoyment of the “cavorting paraders,” Associated Press and 
United Press dispatch writers reported a more passive attitude 
among those who comprised the audience.7 

The contrasting accounts highlight a central tension in 
interpretation of the role played by cultural strategies 
undertaken by the CCP while militarily, organizationally, and 
economically engaged in the seizure of state power from 1945 
to 1949 and consolidation of that power thereafter. To 
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extrapolate from this protean example of CCP-directed public 
pageantry: when historians speak of “political culture” they 
are often referring to interactions between party-state actors, 
symbols, and the rest of society. Did this culture and its 
attendant symbols serve to legitimize the new regime? Was 
the CCP popularly viewed as having the right to exercise 
power? Was its exercise of power widely considered 
justifiable? In other words, did cultural authority and, 
ultimately, cultural domination, serve to improve political 
performance by aligning the values and goals of China’s 
population with those of the CCP and its charismatic leader, 
Mao Zedong? 

It is at this point that the contrast drawn between approval 
and quiescence becomes highly relevant to understanding how 
power was created, exercised, and reproduced in the People’s 
Republic of China (hereafter, the PRC). From a cultural 
perspective, even uniting a war-torn and developing nation-
state through the requisite systems of communications—a 
related, and central, problem throughout the 1950s and after—
would have represented unique historical achievemen. 8  
Studies of socialist and fascist revolutions taking place in 
other national contexts have convincingly demonstrated that 
insurmountable cultural-ideological variation due to lack of 
organizational leverage was a characteristic shared by 
totalitarian states.9 With respect to China, party-state archival 
sources have also proven that organizational, economic, and 
spatial limitations to the extension of political culture and 
cultural control were present throughout the years between 
“takeover” (接管) in 1949 and the nationwide launch of the 
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution campaign in 1966. 10 
This is not to argue that limitations to CCP power, or 
inconsistency in party-state policies across space and time, are 
wholly credible challenges to the claim that China’s cultural 
landscape was transformed and, to a certain extent, unified by 
political-military control—the 1949 rupture was both 
significant and enduring.11 (Creation of a socialist economy, 
with emphasis on large-scale systems building, undeniably 
impacted national and local culture as well.12) The reality of 
limited party-state-army reach, however, combined with 
evidence that not all of those who were exposed to the CCP’s 
new political culture (“Maoism”) were persuaded to act and 
think accordingly, does raise questions concerning whether the 
most significant historical outcome of aggressive CCP cultural 
positioning was its legitimizing effect, and whether such an 
effect was even possible to achieve—or, for historians, to 
observe—at all.13 At what point, if ever, did governance by 
cultural means create legitimacy on a scale sufficient to argue 
that regime consolidation and political stability resulted from 
the linguistic, pictorial, performative, and other “languages” of 
revolution?    

Scholars of Chinese society, and particularly those 
concerned with its political aspects, continue to offer new 
answers to these questions through careful research on local 
communities and examination of the cultural-textual record.14 
In general, their findings, though empirically rich, remain 
analytically inconclusive concerning the microprocesses of 
power and its development, though a basic picture has begun 
to emerge: Chinese society after 1949 was CCP-dominated, 
but structures of dominance had many layers of both official 

and non-official actors; society was divided along lines of 
class status, ethnicity, gender, geographic place, economic 
role, political network, and other key markers of difference; 
correspondingly, in addition to a CCP-imposed national 
culture, localized official and unofficial cultures continued to 
coexist. Change—whether in policy, living standards, 
demographics, technology, or infrastructure—was more or 
less constant. Yet deep patterns in both natural and man-made 
ecologies remained, despite periodic upheavals. How life in 
the early PRC was impacted by these conditions remains an 
overarching question of considerable importance, with high-
stakes debates over trauma, suffering, and CCP culpability 
often at the center of any discussion. A similar ambiguity 
clouds interpretation of the cultural record: did new PRC 
political culture sweep aside all that had come before it? Or 
beneath the propaganda is there a second transcript which can 
be read alongside the first, and which offers some evidence 
that multiple value systems and cultural frameworks—both 
official and unofficial—overlapped and coincided?  

This article addresses the linked questions of what CCP 
political culture looked like at the local level, how widely it 
spread, and whether it served to legitimize party-state rule. 
Relying primarily on archival sources drawn from the Beijing 
Municipal Archive, it examines cultural change in Beijing 
municipality from 1949 to the late 1950s, focusing on both 
official political culture and other (e.g. provisionally tolerated, 
unofficial, and illegal) cultural forms encountered during the 
first decade of CCP-led social transformation.15 In contrast 
with other recent studies of political culture in the first decade 
of CCP rule, it does not assume that the mere existence of 
propaganda networks, mass media, and other cultural 
ephemera seamlessly led to the consolidation and 
legitimization of PRC rule—rather, its method is to focus on 
state-society interactions which arose in the course of 
reproducing and disseminating official political culture at the 
local level. The significance of this approach is that it 
articulates, in historical actors’ terms, to what extent political 
culture was seen as uniform and “total,” and, moreover, to 
what extent it appears to have shaped the values of those who 
encountered it.16 As this article argues, the main conclusions 
to be drawn from the study of political culture using grassroots 
methods are that rather than consisting only, or even primarily, 
of elite-sanctioned cultural forms and symbols, local—that is 
to say, historically experienced—political culture was in fact 
an eclectic and unpredictable mélange consisting of: 1) 
national and local official culture; 2) the quasi-official culture 
of producers not fully integrated into hierarchies of party-state 
authority; 3) other cultural sources which, though not fully 
visible in all historical moments, remained conceptually 
separate from, and in tension with, dominant state culture (or 
cultures); 4) and officially produced or sanctioned culture that 
did not conform to national policies (“errors,” “mistakes,” 
etc.). Local official cultural institutions nurtured and created 
grassroots political culture, but folk traditions and iconoclastic 
beliefs remained as well, constituting enduring and 
ineradicable cultural sub-dimensions. In other words, the 
image of PRC history as one of ever-increasing party-state 
legitimacy does not appear to be wholly valid from a 
grassroots perspective, and it is against such a backdrop that  
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we might begin to more appropriately contextualize the 
production and reception of official political culture as a 
historical phenomenon. 

 
“TAKING OVER” BEIPING: FORBIDDING, CONFISCATING, 
REFORMING, AND CONFRONTING THE INFLUENCE OF OLD 
SOCIETY 

During the first months of Beiping’s occupation by CCP 
forces and transformation into Beijing—the “Northern 
Capital”—Derek Bodde continued to comment on what he 
perceived as cultural tension between urban administrators and 
lower-rank performers. Bodde’s evidence was that public 
performance of the yangge (“rice sprout dance” [ 秧 歌 ]), 
which marked celebration of CCP victory and the “liberation” 
of China, had led to a wave of public announcements 
forbidding the continued use by performers of unsanctioned 
symbolic elements drawn directly from popular culture. As he 
wrote in a diary entry dated July 4, 1949: 

 
The growing popularity of [yangge] dances has led to 
the appearance of certain undesirable characteristics. 
To check these … 1) Male performers are forbidden to 
dress as women. 2) Feudalistic and superstitious 
tendencies, such as the portrayal of Buddhist and 
Taoist priests, demons, etc., are henceforth banned. 3) 
No vulgarity is to be permitted—for example, the 
portrayal of Chiang Kai-shek as a black turtle [an 
animal believed to reproduce through unnatural 
means]. 4) Cosmetics are to be used with restraint.17 
 

These seemingly frivolous observances suggest that the 
CCP’s primary aim was to rid yangge of its bawdier and more 
superstitious content—a transformation which was supposed 
to have taken place during the Yan’an period (1937-1945), 
when cultural modernization was centralized under the 
authority of a resurgently Maoist CCP guided by Mao 
Zedong’s 1942 “Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and 
the Arts.”18 Yet centralization did not yet exist at the local 
level even as the 1940s rolled onward, and even as its military 
was successful in the contest with Chiang Kai-shek’s 
Nationalist Party (KMT), the CCP Central Committee was 
forced to repeatedly issue directives and instructions 
demanding greater uniformity and regularity in local-level 
propaganda work.19  

One dynamic which appears to have defined the early 
years of takeover was that the relatively small organizational 
networks directed by the CCP Propaganda Department were 
of necessity forced to rely on the remaining institutions and 
personnel of the pre-1949 government—this was true in 
Beijing as elsewhere. Religious sects were also active in 
organizing local cultural activities, though here the CCP’s 
strategy was to engage in direct combat with the sects in order 
to drive them out of existence. 20  Grassroots culture was a 
shifting patchwork in terms of both official and unofficial 
symbols and beliefs. One of the main reasons for this state of 
affairs was that the CCP itself seems to have been more 
invested in control over institutions and personnel than in 
enforcing strict control over other local matters related to 
culture. The old district and baojia ( 保 甲 ) structures of 
municipal administration were replaced by district-, street 

committee-, and township-level management and 
surveillance.21 Enemy soldiers were demobilized and cleared 
from the streets, radios seized, and “bandits” rounded up 
during periodic patrols and tightening of the hukou (户口) 
identity and rationing system around the population’s more 
mobile, and potentially disorderly, elements. The financial 
system was rationalized, grain and coal redistributed at state 
prices, and inflation restrained. While Mao Zedong 
proclaimed at the Seventh Party Congress Second Plenum that 
“we must whole-heartedly rely on the working class” in 
advancing economic restoration, state-building as a whole was 
carried out through the channeling of civil and military control 
through existing institutions and administrative divisions.22       

Even prior to CCP occupation of Beiping, future secretary 
of its municipal party committee and mayor Peng Zhen, along 
with People’s Liberation Army (PLA) general Ye Jianying, 
addressed more than 1,100 Beiping-bound cadres to 
emphasize the importance of  “establishing correct ideology (
思 想 ), [and] completely smashing the reactionary national 
institutions of the KMT.” 23  Later that August, at the First 
Beiping Municipal All-Circles Delegates Meeting presided 
over by Ye, who was still acting as mayor, the new 
government promised to “continuously develop” local cultural 
enterprises. 24  In practice, however what this meant for the 
CCP’s ambitions for cultural change was that those on the 
front lines were not the same as those who possessed 
ideological correctness. By May 1949, the Cultural Takeover 
Committee had assumed direction of sixty-one cultural, 
educational, and news media institutions, nearly all of which 
had existed prior to occupation, and registered approximately 
9,000 new personnel. Teams of CCP investigators who 
circulated through the city during the late spring and early 
summer also noted that factories and schools—institutions in 
which CCP support was supposed to be strongest due to the 
greater presence of underground members—issues with 
ideological orientation, if not popular support, were “relatively 
widespread in nature.”25 

By contrast, the lingering effects of pre-1949 culture 
seemed omnipresent from the perspective of the cultural 
orientation of the populace, which made planning for cultural 
change based on widening the network of available 
administrators and producers a fraught proposition. A 
“cultural representatives conference” was held that summer, 
and promised to deliver an artistic movement for local 
factories, reform of the theater world, and a Mass Arts 
Creative Work Research Association (大众文艺创作研究会) 
which would plan a city-wide “new arts movement.”26 Based 
on the composition of those attending the conference, only one 
of the targeted goals could be achieved by ideologically 
reliable participants, who were mostly youth from North 
China University and the Municipal Youth Committee. Those 
capable of engaging in theater reform and creative work 
research, the CCP’s municipal cultural organizers noted, were 
primarily “old-culture people” (旧文化人). 

The issue of reforming old-culture people thus became 
fundamentally intertwined with the process of cultural reform 
itself: one could not proceed without the accompaniment of 
the other. Concerning the city as a whole, CCP propagandists 
had noted that drily that “the old feudal culture still possessed 
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a truly deep influence among city-dwellers.”27 Indeed, it was 
everywhere. Investigators counted and registered 2,391 
entertainers steeped in the “old society,” the majority of whom 
allegedly “performed and propagated feudal, superstitious, and 
backward works.” Street corner vendors and local markets 
offered “old and vulgar” novels for sale or rent. Popular 
performance troupes (more than sixty) and theaters (more than 
twenty) attested to the vibrancy of Beiping’s pre-liberation 
culture, which revolved, though not exclusively, around the 
performance of Peking opera ( 京 剧 ). As suggested by 
statistics gathered at the end of 1949 (see Table 1), audiences 
continued to attend the performance of unapproved plays and 
other forms of popular entertainment, with theaters serving as 
a main locus. While performers of the new culture were more 
numerous, their performances were considerably less popular; 
attendees per old/unofficial performances were estimated at 
far higher numbers than those for new/official performances. 

Social conditions favored cultural inertia, not cultural 
reform. In order to balance the playing field, Beiping’s new 
authorities rapidly absorbed existing urban cultural institutions 
and personnel. Among the earliest People’s Liberation Army 
and underground CCP activities in the cultural realm were 
protection of cultural relics and organization of mass 
celebrations, such as the eight-hour “city entrance ceremony” (
入 城 式 ) on February 3 described in Bodde’s writings. 28 
Thereafter, the Beiping Military Control Commission Cultural 
Takeover Committee ( 北 平 市 军 管 会 文 化 接 管 委 员 会 ) 
moved to swiftly reorganize existing KMT, military, and 
private cultural institutions, “transferring” two film studios, 
two drama academies, a film services office, four cinemas, 
two cultural halls, a theater, an arts school, a mobile film 
projection unit, a performance troupe, and a military band.29 
Almost all of the units absorbed by CCP political-military 
takeover organizations had previously belonged either to KMT 
general Fu Zuoyi’s garrison forces or the KMT Central 
Propaganda Department; personnel attached to these 
institutions who resisted reassignment were “dealt with on a 
case-by-case basis” (另行处理). PLA regional and field army 
political departments also contributed to production of the new 
cultural order, through media which included shadow puppets, 
music, drama, opera, dance, storytelling, woodblock printing, 
and slide shows.30 (Military officials were also quick to absorb 
those units deemed most compatible with existing PLA 
political department cultural functions: performance troupes 
and military bands. The most promising performers were sent 
to the CCP’s North China University for further political and 
cultural training; those who proved politically irredeemable 
were “dispatched and scattered.”)31    

Making positive use of local personnel and institutions to 
close the gap which existed between CCP “new” cultural 
forces and “old” local forces required a period of reform 
which was largely pragmatic in orientation: “without 
exception adopting cautious and steady guiding principles, 
generally preserving original conditions in the early stages, 
quickly restoring courses and work, then gradually carrying 
out possible and necessary improvements.” 32  Forbidding—
closing down, disbanding, and censoring—was the other side 
of this gradualist agenda. (For example, reviewing theater and 
film script for prohibited content.) Press offices belonging to 

the KMT propaganda apparatus were seized and shuttered 
through joint action undertaken by the Cultural Takeover 
Committee and Central Social Affairs Department (中社部, 
forerunner of the Ministry of Public Security). 33  Several 
additional press offices belonging to non-CCP news 
associations were either taken over and absorbed (接收) or 
confiscated (没收) outright; foreign reporters were forbidden 
by central directive to engage in interviewing or send 
telegraphs, and their teletype equipment sealed against further 
use. Radio stations, magazine publishers, and book vendors 
were subjected to similar scrutiny. Within CCP Propaganda 
Department documents, one euphemism for such activities 
was making local media into “tools” of the CCP leadership.34 
To extend this metaphor, collecting tools, discarding some, 
and repurposing others was the bedrock approach to cultural 
transformation on which subsequent policy rested.   

 
PLANNING CULTURAL CHANGE: MASS ORGANIZATIONS AND 
URBAN ADMINISTRATION, 1949-1950 

In essence, the CCP’s response to the issue of old culture 
and its survival was to institutionally overwhelm it, reform its 
performers, and attempt to eradicate its more persistent and 
nefarious forms altogether. This required creating, in both 
administrative and institutional-spatial terms, zones of cultural 
authority—areas of productive activity and control. At the 
central level, cultural and educational work during takeover 
were directed by the Propaganda Department although, as 
described above, the military also played a significant role in 
cultural display and control within the context of specific 
locales. The establishment of a national cultural body in 
December 1949, the Central People’s Government Political 
Affairs Council Culture and Education Committee (中央人民

政府政务院文化教育委员会), created a formal state system 
for the official supervision of propaganda and mobilization 
work; all local methods (办法) were to pass through the new 
committee for approval. 35 At the same time, this system—
largely based on the CCP’s propaganda directive transmission 
and reporting system established in January 1948—continued 
to coexist with less regularized operations of local control 
institutions, committees, and governments. Indeed, something 
of a division of labor existed within cultural reform, with 
central institutions focused primarily on establishing rapid 
control over electronic and print news media, while local 
institutions managed the more gradual process of cultural 
inspection and reform.  

According to central Propaganda Department directives, 
the responsibilities of Beiping propaganda officials were to 
spread positive news concerning urban construction and 
renewal (城市建设); bring local propaganda messages and 
symbols into line with centrally established standards; 
strengthen CCP control over mass media such as film, radio, 
and print; correctly present and preserve revolutionary 
artifacts; establish effective military-political control over the 
circulation of all information; and conceal evidence of direct 
CCP control over news organizations.36 Instead, at the outset, 
Beiping’s CCP propagandist ranks included eleven full-time 
members whose work primarily consisted of “collecting 
materials and opinions in preparation for resolving […] 
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problems of ideological orientation” within factories and 
schools.37 Increasing and standardizing propaganda production 
required organization of study committees, supervision of 
journalists and other media workers, correction of newspaper 
writing styles (文 风 ) to reflect CCP norms, and directing 
grassroots cadres at the district ( 区 ) level, where struggle 
continued “inside and outside of the Party.”38 

Recruitment of reliable cultural workers was, as a result, 
carried out primarily through mass organizations. Factory arts 
committees were tentatively established in July 1949, and 
work directed jointly by the Municipal General Union 
Propaganda Department and politically trained youth. 39 
Thereafter, factory workers were themselves dragooned to 
“write themselves, act themselves, and sing themselves,” and 
to produce and perform short plays authored by arts committee 
members. The new system of factory-based and traveling 
worker performance troupes became the basis for a new mass 
culture—workers’ culture. With a new repertoire of 
performances, in place, cultural officials again attempted to 
recruit marginalized old culture performers to join the new 
cultural ranks.  

Emboldened by these early apparent successes, particularly 
in adjacent CCP-held areas like the Northeast (东北), central 
leaders on March 13, 1950 attempted a similar course of 
action through the reform and dissemination of “old plays.”40 
Codification of scripts, sanitizing of content, and modeling of 
performances according to the Northeast model was achieved 
primarily through the creation of CCP-controlled local 
institutions such as the Mass Arts Creative Work Research 
Association. As in factories, further dissemination required the 
creation of mass organizations steered by the CCP, such as the 
Masses Recreation Society (大众游艺社), which performed 
regularly in front of the Qianmen Tower. Institutionalization 
and coordination of mass organizations was also achieved 
through new administrative units: at the central level, the 
Ministry of Culture and, at the local level, the Beijing 
Municipal Culture and Education Bureau Arts Office and 
municipal Federation of Literary and Artistic Circles branch.41 
Below organs of party-state government sat a wider network 
of grassroots institutions extending into factories and schools, 
and which also included municipal “culture halls” (文化馆), 
model theaters, performance troupes, choruses, and arts 
schools. Performers themselves remained a more eclectic 
group: primarily young, untrained, or drawn from ranks of 
“old culture” artists. Municipal Arts Office cadres attempted 
to organize Spring Festival cultural functions and direct 
literary activity through training and instruction. Movements 
for criticism and self-criticism also played a vital role in 
enforcing CCP discipline within official cultural circles. 42  
However, at the same time, memories and practices of pre-
Liberation culture remained, in the form of unreformed 
performers and their repertoires.  

 
THE MUNICIPAL PATCHWORK: INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND 
CONTROL, 1950-1954 

Beijing, as capital city, occupied a special place in the 
national cultural hierarchy, and was home to model units in 
virtually every field of cultural endeavor owing to the 
presence of the Central People’s Government Ministry of 

Culture and various all-China artistic and literary federations. 
The latter national mass organizations coexisted with the local 
mass organizations and bureaucracy of the municipal 
government and its subordinate institutions: urban districts and 
rural districts and counties. Both the municipal and sub-
municipal layers of government, in turn, shared responsibility 
for the funding and oversight of numerous cultural and 
educational bureaus, sectional offices, theaters, cinemas, 
libraries, motion picture distribution centers, bookstores, and 
other performance sites (see Table 2).  Several of these 
institutions were holdovers from the city’s pre-1949 
government, which had organized and funded popular 
education halls, vocational “mass schools” (民众学校), and 
book and newspaper reading rooms (阅书报处).  Under the 
CCP these sites were transformed into cultural halls, cultural 
stations, and reading rooms; more than one hundred such 
facilities existed in Beijing by 1958, where principal offerings 
included performances, film screenings, and reading material.  
The cultural network also spread inward through workers’ 
entertainment clubs (俱乐部) established in steelworks, coal 
mines, printing presses, and telecommunications centers.  
Administrative clusters, schools, and mass organization 
offices—for example, those of the Women’s League—often 
housed and operated their own cultural spaces, while larger-
scale public cultural facilities were built on the grounds of the 
former imperial ancestral temple ( 太 庙 , present-day 
Zhongshan Park [中山公园]). Athletic grounds, often located 
adjacent to schools and factories, represented another 
important zone for leisure and self-cultivation. 

In 1953, at the outset of the First Five-Year Plan, Beijing’s 
eleven districts and numerous administrative units ( 单 位 ) 
contained 114 clubs, 223 reading rooms, 115 film projection 
teams, and 196 recreational performance and athletic groups. 
In addition to functioning as dissemination points for political 
lectures and rallies, many cultural zones doubled as spaces for 
political lectures and rallies, propaganda, activities, and 
cultural training. Propaganda activity also intensified, as war 
and campaigns against internal enemies subjected ordinary 
citizens in the relatively well-organized North and Northeast 
to successive waves of large-scale mass mobilization 
campaigns.43 Expansion of propaganda activity was paralleled 
by more institutionalized shifts in everyday leisure toward 
semi-public spaces (the Sino-Soviet Friendship Association 
Cultural Palace, and organizations (Beijing’s Youth Cultural 
Service Department [青年文化服务部 ] and Rural District 
Cultural Network [郊区文化网]) which reflected the values 
and broadly transformative aspirations of the party-state with 
respect to the populace.  

Though the sprawling network appeared successful in 
terms of institutionalization, staffing cultural spaces and 
activities with properly trained personnel was, from the 
perspective, of municipal authorities, a more major stumbling 
block. On June 24, 1952 cadres in the Cultural Activities and 
Facilities Management Office (文化事业管理处) complained 
that: 

 
In the past, district-level propagandizing of current 
policies was carried out by individual administrative 
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units, determined by each individual unit’s 
responsibilities, and conducted independently. In order 
to carry out the propagandizing of [political] content 
down to the masses of residents, these units 
necessarily relied on street committee activists, but 
street-level activists are only a small number of 
people; therefore the work was frequently also 
“managed” (抓 ) by public security substations, the 
Women’s League, hygiene workers, the Sino-Soviet 
Friendship Association, and local cultural halls.44 
 

As a result, the report continued, cultural work had become 
“disorderly,” with cultural cadres and street committee 
activists easily overwhelmed by the competing demands of 
numerous institutions. District-level party organizations 
attempted to curb this phenomenon by establishing local 
“cultural and education committees” composed of 
representatives from the district CCP propaganda department, 
Youth League, union office, Women’s League, public security 
bureau, government culture and education section, Sino-Soviet 
Friendship Association, cultural hall, schools, and “resist 
America” teams. However, the eclectic nature of these 
committees reflected the broader reality that Beijing’s 
impressive cultural network was, upon closer inspection, 
comprised of discrete sub-institutions each with their own 
personnel, competencies, and agendas.  

Perhaps incongruously, the national government’s 
response to this systemic, if predictable, symptom of 
incomplete centralization was to reduce expenditures and cut 
back on personnel. In 1953, the Government Affairs Council (
政务院, forerunner to the State Council [国务院]) copied a 
Ministry of Culture circular to military region, provincial, and 
municipal governments demanding that all ongoing expansion 
of cultural institutions be halted.45 Funds for subsidizing the 
activities of performance troupes and cultural halls in low-use 
areas were slashed, while remaining budgets shifted toward 
larger, state-owned venues, such as cinemas and theaters (see 
Table 3).46 

Even after the early 1950s, managers of Beijing’s state 
cultural institutions thus continued to confront the twin issues 
of overstretched resources and inadequate—and inadequately 
trained—personnel. Beijing’s Cultural Office was called on 
repeatedly to exercise greater CCP leadership over staff within 
the city’s cultural halls, libraries, performance stages (剧场), 
cinemas, and theater troupes.47 Despite efforts to organize into 
existence the production of politically acceptable scripts for 
dramatic performance, output remained low due to “unserious 
attitudes” on the part of writers. 48  As in 1949, the theater 
world remained difficult for official outsiders to fathom: 
reports warned of the dangers of being “misled by the 
confusing circumstances” of performance troupe organization 
and disputes, and recommended reorganization following 
“deep” immersion and investigation. 49  Evidence of cultural 
non-compliance across different domains suggests that writers 
and performers were the rule, not the exception. Non-CCP 
members of the Federation of Literary and Artistic Circles 
expressed inability to “conform to party requirements.” 50 
Private printing houses published works on “common” and 
“non-political” themes even in 1954. 51  While 

institutionalization and centralization took hold, administrators 
remained concerned about coordination of cultural work at the 
local level; such concerns mirrored national-level attention to 
conditions of non-uniformity within the cultural system.52    

In late 1954, Beijing’s CCP committee drafted and 
implemented plans merging all cultural enterprises, 
publishing, theater and opera companies, artists, and museums 
beneath a single administrative unit—the municipal Culture 
Bureau.53 This new government body, which began regular 
operation in March 1955, was responsible for coordination of 
urban and rural cultural dissemination networks ( 网 ), and 
included a Personnel Section ( 人 事 科 ) for training and 
investigation of cultural workers, as well as a Social Cultural 
Enterprises Management Section (社会文化事业管理科) for 
implementing cultural policy in districts beyond the city 
proper. The system, however, continued to exhibit hard and 
inescapable inequalities. Cultural work in rural areas had 
always lagged behind urban activity in terms of frequency and 
reach. This was not only a material and fiscal issue: for many 
cadres, “investigation, understanding conditions, and carrying 
out guidance of [cultural] focal points” in the countryside 
constituted a hardship which they were unwilling to accept.54 
The CCP’s preference for opera and stage drama as mediums 
of politicized cultural expression left those trained in other 
idioms, like folk singing, marginalized and unemployed, “just 
able to maintain the lowest of living conditions.”55 The whims 
of the party-state regarding those outside of official 
institutions were fickle: blind singers received support to 
perform revolutionary “new songs” from the Civil 
Administration Bureau and related relief agencies, while 
professional peasant opera troupes were disbanded for “lack of 
leadership, chaotic organization, unorthodox tendencies, and 
inadequate oversight.” 56  Performers were also steadily 
replaced by the mass media, which further compounded the 
experience of dislocation experienced by those who could not 
find a place within the new cultural system. During the 1950s 
cinema was, as a matter of policy, deemed the “focal point” 
for cultural enterprise development. 57  In the countryside, 
mobile projection teams ( 放 映 队 ) gained currency as 
alternatives to more permanent, and expensive, cultural 
facilities and stage performance.  

 
CULTURAL WORK AS “LEISURE”: TENSIONS BETWEEN PARTY-
STATE, PERFORMERS, AND AUDIENCES 

Although dissemination of mass culture remained uneven 
through the 1950s, mass cultural forms grew in scale and 
frequency. May First and October First were the two most 
important state holidays of each year, and semi-annual parades 
on these dates incorporated between 100,000 and 500,000 
participants.58  Yangge troupes, armed military detachments, 
and trained performers from national academies paraded 
through Tiananmen Square accompanied by state bureaucrats, 
model workers, and CCP Youth League members. From 1950 
onward, organized “folk shows” (民间花会) of stilt-walkers, 
model boats, stick horses, “running donkey” (跑驴) mummers, 
martial demonstrations, tumblers, acrobats, pole balancers, 
clowns, and musicians were added to the festivities, along 
with costumed representatives of regional and ethnic cultures.  
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Decorated floats, and amateur performance troupes, were 
appeared in 1955. For the national Tenth Anniversary, held 
four years later, the celebratory parade consisted of nineteen 
discreet sections.   

Parade festivities often continued for several days, and 
included nighttime film screenings and performances. 
Maintaining public order in the city proved difficult; injuries 
and overcrowding became more regular occurrences. 59 
However, these massive, regimented, and grandly staged 
public events were the exception rather than the rule. 
Everyday culture consisted of a far more various and locally 
attenuated, if sporadic, range of overlapping events that 
included both official, unofficial-but-tolerated, and 
unsanctioned forms. Within the official part of spectrum, 
warmer weather brought outdoor “summer leisure” (消夏 ) 
performances, which included singing, dancing, and music. At 
other times of the year, union members might participate in 
amateur writing contests, or peasants received training in 
performance for upcoming annual festivals. Though modest in 
scale, Beijing’s cultural palaces, halls, and stations also 
represented important sites of state cultural patronage—
photography and calligraphy were frequent subjects—and 
local cultural expression, in the form of amateur crafts and 
entertainments. District, work unit, and street-level 
committees were entrusted by the state with responsibility for 
and power over, the cultural lives of their constituents. To 
manage everyday cultural production, artists and performers 
were organized into academies, studios, institutes, workshops, 
troupes, and companies. Registration (登记) and reform (改造
) of old-society performers continued well into the decade.60   

Gone were Beijing’s pre-1949 amusement parks, pool 
halls, dance halls, and sing-song girls. Yet even the content of 
official and tolerated culture remained difficult to police: “bad 
plays” (坏戏) were still performed, and other forms of folk 
performance and art lagged in terms of appropriate levels of 
politicization. Fifty-five frequently performed plays were 
banned outright by Military Affairs Control Committee order 
in March 1949; in 1952, the Ministry of Culture and Ministry 
of Public Security issued a joint circular prohibiting the 
phenomenon of “human freak shows” ( 奇 人 展 览 团 ). 61 
Between the poles of culture that was entirely CCP-
orchestrated, and the explicitly prohibited, there existed more 
ambiguous forms and experiences. Temple fairs, for example, 
had been forbidden since the early 1950s; however, a “small-
scale” fair was held, with government permission, in the Drum 
Tower courtyard in 1956. 62  Other folk traditions, such as 
Fifteenth Night lantern festivals, were tolerated within the 
countryside on a restricted basis. 

By 1953, implementation of a unified inspection and 
administration system for cultural work had reduced the 
number of illicit plays, unregistered film exhibitors, proscribed 
books, and undisciplined propagandizing that had troubled 
cultural reform during the initial takeover period.  Leisure (业
余) and recreational (文娱) activities were—in principle if not 
in practice—entirely provided, orchestrated, and governed by 
the party-state. Closure of illegitimate cultural spaces 
coincided with expansion in the ranks of officially trained 
cultural personnel. 63  However, what displaced the “old 
society” cultural order was not necessarily uniform or 

omnipresent. Ongoing training and reeducation of Beijing’s 
2,620 state-employed performers of opera and traditional arts 
required constant funding, as did the operation of and 
management of film teams, or replenishment of approved 
printed materials and displays in local cultural halls and 
stations. 64  Oversight and funding of cultural activities 
remained weakest in rural areas, where local leadership was 
considered a “serious problem” by urban-based cadres.65 

In everyday terms, one of the principle means by which 
official culture achieved growth was through continued 
infrastructure investment and recruitment of semi-trained 
amateurs to complement more spectacular efforts in state-led 
visual arts, motion picture production, and stage performance. 
“Cultural work” (文 化 工 作 ) was thus a multidimensional 
undertaking, and had inescapably routine and bureaucratic 
components which were not campaign-like, in the sense of 
propaganda and artistic self-criticism, while remaining more 
limited and local in scope. 66  This more versatile sense of 
culture had a distinctly mass component: informal opera 
troupes for martial arts enthusiasts and “friends of the theater” 
( 票 友 ); reading groups; old-society artists’ research 
associations; choruses; and “cultural friendship societies” (文
化友谊社).67  

Within state-managed and state-funded institutions of the 
official sector, economic realities created a starker picture of 
the party-state’s inability to draw all culture into its orbit. One 
1956 report on Beijing’s once-vibrant theater and stage 
performance world was particularly pessimistic: 

 
Because roles are not properly defined, the quality of 
performances is low. Many productions (剧目) are not 
assigned the proper performers, and so are not 
performed. There are several exciting short 
performances which audiences enjoy greatly, but 
because the troupe possesses only one skilled 
performer, when only one performance is given per 
seating the audience is unsatisfied, [whereas] when 
two performances are given per seating the performer 
is overly tired. Also, many performances have not 
been performed for quite some time; the effect this 
produces is impoverished programs. When the quality 
of the performances is poor, the programs are not 
varied, and incomes are not steady, under normal 
conditions the average performer is still able to 
maintain a minimal living standard. But in the event of 
a wider social [conditions] like drought, flooding, or a 
political movement, or if the performer’s personal life 
is disrupted by a birth, old age, sickness, or death, then 
they are forced to borrow money, and mortgage their 
livelihoods. Many entertainers lead difficult lives, and 
often engage in sideline occupations such as 
assembling cardboard boxes, making grass hats and 
sandals, bearing coffins, and so on—there are also 
individuals who sell their blood to hospitals.68 
 

Amateur performance troupes and local reading rooms 
could not insulate cultural planning from the effects of 
inadequate personnel and resources. Bookstores with bare 
shelves and unfinished cultural projects in the countryside 
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were not necessarily the norm, but nor were they unusual or 
entirely infrequent occurrences according to cultural planners’ 
reports. The party-state remained resource-poor relative to its 
own ambitions. Paradoxically, politics also played a role in 
obstructing the developing and flourishing of political culture, 
as during the 1957 Anti-Rightist Movement, when the Beijing 
Mass Arts Hall (北京群众艺术馆), was forced to close its 
doors due to the suspect ideological orientation of its old-
society artists and performers.   
 
URBAN AND RURAL CONDITIONS 

In part because of Beijing’s significance as the nation’s 
cultural capital, and in part because of a prior history of 
cultural efflorescence, urban residents lived in relatively close 
proximity to numerous theaters, cinemas, parks, and state 
cultural halls. In addition, industrial workers received access 
to “workers’ industrial palaces” (工人文化宫) especially in 
the years from 1953 onward; within state bureaus and 
companies, and in factories as well, employees also enjoyed 
the benefits of “entertainment clubs” (俱乐部), capillaries of 
the cultural network whose activities included book lending, 
cultural performances, reading groups, and guest 
performances from local entertainers. 69  Extracurricular 
entertainment activities for urban children began in 1952, 
when the Beijing Municipal Juvenile Home (北京市少年之家
) first opened in Haidian district.70 Among the largest mass 
cultural organizations of the 1950s was the Sino-Soviet 
Friendship Association, whose total membership exceeded the 
CPC Youth League, All-China Federation of Trade Unions, or 
Women’s League. 71  On average, urbanites also had more 
ready access to radios when compared with rural and frontier 
populations, which suggests higher rates of consumption of 
state-sponsored broadcast media.  

The presence of cultural work activity and infrastructure 
was amplified by CCP Propaganda Department-led campaigns 
to support war, practice hygiene, increase production, and 
suppress domestic enemies, as during the Korean War period 
(1950-1953). During more intense campaign peaks, urban 
propaganda reached into leisure hours through free public 
agitprop performances, outdoor film screenings, and after-
hours newspaper reading sessions. Grassroots elections (基层

选 举 ) accompanying the promulgation of the 1953 
Constitution were also accompanied by propagandists 
wielding cymbals, drums, and slogans. 72  National holidays 
were perhaps the most popular events for engaging with urban 
publics, and included spectacular performance programs and, 
in the case of the May First holiday (International Labor Day), 
international themes. 

In March 1955, the national Ministry of Culture handed 
down a circular instructing factories, mines, and other state 
enterprises to instruct employees in after-hours artistic and 
creative work. 73  From this point onward, mass culture and 
mass cultural education became a semi-regular aspect of 
workplace routines in many state institutional settings; in 
subsequent months, the initiative spread into urban mass 
organizations such as the Youth League, Federation of Artistic 
and Literary Circles, Democratic Women’s Federation, Sino-
Soviet Friendship Association, and municipal Mass Arts Hall. 
As in the earliest days of takeover, educated urbanites directed 

the acculturation of workers. The policy was meant in part to 
overcome perceived inertia in cultural work on the part of 
union cadres, who were accused of caring mainly about 
“eating well, drinking well, and sleeping well.”74 Encouraging 
economically important groups, like workers, to take part in 
cultural activities was a strategy pursued by state planners 
throughout much of the 1950s; union cadres recorded seventy-
seven cultural events for workers in 1949, and 1,117 in 1954.75 
By 1955, nearly 25,000 of Beijing’s union members were 
regularly engaged in after-hours performance and cultural 
production.  

Neither urban culture nor workplace culture were uniform. 
Urban factories and more peripheral mining operations, for 
example, represented two distinct environments in terms of 
funding and oversight. Local union cadres were often 
criticized by superiors for failure to adequately implement 
policies and for their apparent indifference to political, and 
political-cultural, work. Workers themselves were notably 
resistant to compulsory cultural training, and to other 
prescribed activities such as newspaper reading groups. 76 
Union film teams worked only when paid, meaning that less 
financially well-off institutions lacked access even to available 
state cultural resources. 77  Within privately managed 
enterprises, political-cultural work was described as simply 
“quite inadequate.”78  

Private urban enterprise and rural communities were 
similar in at least one important way: both were deemed 
“weak” in propaganda work by municipal investigators. 79 
Approximately 680,000 people lived in Beijing’s rural sub-
urban ( 郊 区 ) districts, where the majority of party-state 
cultural work was conducted through a network of 480 winter 
schools (冬学), five cultural halls, ten cultural stations, and 
various installations for blackboard newspapers (黑板报) and 
rooftop loudspeakers (see Table 4). Municipal CCP members 
active in rural work noted that winter-season educators were 
themselves largely uneducated, cultural materials remained 
scarce—halls and stations were bare—and “little more than 
gambling is available [as recreation] in slack times.”80 Cultural 
standards lagged notably behind those in urban districts or 
nearby township factories, where workers might be treated to 
the occasional “old-style” play performed by semi-licit drama 
troupes from the city: in cultural terms, “the lives of rural 
workers and peasants are extraordinarily dull (枯燥 ),” the 
report-writers recorded. Liberation and land reform had, 
during the very early years of the PRC, resulted in a rural 
surge of new plays, slide shows, clappertalk (快板), cross-talk, 
and drum ensembles, however, the performers were urban-
based, and few ever returned to the countryside again. When 
peasant performers, such as one locally organized drum 
ensemble, attempted to relieve the boredom by creating their 
own performances these were shut down by authorities, 
leaving angry and frustrated crowds.  

As in factories, peasant responses to official culture were 
largely mixed. During propaganda campaigns accompanying 
the War to Resist America and Aid Korea, costumed 
performers sent from the city attracted nearly 14,000 rural 
audience members for each agitprop event they staged.81 Film 
teams sponsored by the Sino-Soviet Friendship Association 
attracted a total 70,000 audience members with only three 
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screenings in 1950. Other plays were also performed 
sporadically, though the CCP’s Sub-Urban Work Committee 
Propaganda Department noted that little official culture was 
actually disseminated in the countryside, leaving rural 
audiences behind in cultural and ideological terms. Some 
progress was made by other means. Peasants were willing to 
“study culture” in winter schools or through after-hours 
instruction when harvests were good and their lives “stable.”82 
However, they preferred training in practical cultural skills, 
such as literacy, and largely rejected ideological and political 
education (思想政治教育). Cultural change also exhibited a 
demographic trend; most attendees of rural education activities 
were young people. Within sub-urban and rural society there 
existed considerable administrative and social difference as 
well, which further impacted the availability and impact of 
reform beyond Beijing’s urban districts (see Table 5). In 
September 1950, apart from Beijing’s urban core there existed 
ten townships (including forty-two street committees), 154 
administrative villages (行政村) and 1,666 natural villages (自
然 村 ), each receiving varying levels of support from the 
municipal center.83     

Throughout the 1950s, propagandists and other party-state 
cultural administrators were aware that the countryside was 
lagging. Peasants made up only sixteen percent of total 
recorded audience in 1953, despite representing a far larger 
percentage of the municipal population. 84 Cultural workers, 
such as film projectionists, resisted rural assignments, and as a 
result even outdoor film screenings—undoubtedly a popular 
activity—were still not seen as by rural inhabitants as “an 
irreplaceable part of daily life.” 85  Propaganda Department 
cadres competed with other institutional bodies, such as the 
Water Conservancy Department ( 水 利 部 ), for peasant 
attention when carrying out education campaigns. Rural 
cadres themselves viewed the goal of cultural activities (文化

活动) as amusement (娱乐) rather than indoctrination.86 Like 
counterparts in urban areas, grassroots party-state officials 
were themselves viewed as contributing to, rather than 
ameliorating, a “grave situation” (严重情况)—namely, the 
CCP’s inability to disseminate awareness and clear 
understanding of new policies through cultural activities and 
propaganda campaigns.87 

Repeated efforts to break through local blockages 
accompanied each major policy announcement during the 
PRC’s state-managed transition to socialism. Following the 
“Resolution on Agricultural Cooperativization,” passed in 
1955 at the CCP Seventh Congress Sixth Plenum (Enlarged), 
large numbers of culture and propaganda personnel—more 
than ten thousand by one estimate—descended on the Beijing 
countryside. 88  The local campaign was double-edged: one 
accompanying proposal was to target and educate CCP branch 
committee members using “party classes” ( 党 课 ) where 
propaganda and political work appeared to be weak. 89 
Organizational and material impact was significant. In 1956, 
non-urban districts possessed over four hundred peasant 
amateur drama troupes (业余剧团), sixty-plus slide projectors, 
150 “mass slide projection groups,” eleven cultural halls, 
twenty-nine cultural stations, four entertainment clubs, 
seventy libraries, eleven bookstores, six book kiosks (书厅), 

265 “temporary consignment” sales locations (临时代销处), 
forty-two postal offices, fifteen radio receiving stations, and 
one wired broadcasting station (有 线 广 播 站 ). 90  However, 
both urban and non-urban local cadres continued to fall under 
scrutiny for failing to sufficiently propagandize 
collectivization, and for their “conservative” attitude with 
respect to cultural and ideological change. 91  On average, 
inhabitants of rural areas—an estimated 600,000 peasants—
saw a film every four months. Audiences for Spring Festival 
performances numbered only 20,000 to 30,000 attendees. 
Each entertainment club served, on average, 150,000 
individuals; reading rooms fared somewhat better, with 
approximately 8,000 potential users per facility. Reading 
materials remained scarce. While cultural planners envisioned 
a countryside transformed by overlapping “cultural networks” 
(文化网), they also complained that local personnel educated 
in the course of hasty training sessions (训练班) during the 
early 1950s remained unskilled at technically and politically 
demanding work.92 

Despite the shortcomings of officials, rural society was 
active in making claims on the party-state for improved 
cultural services. The Beijing Cultural Bureau reported receipt 
of numerous letters from the city’s outer districts demanding 
construction of additional theaters and other cultural 
facilities.93 Yet even in late 1956, the Cultural Bureau CCP 
Group ( 文 化 局 党 组 ) recorded an “extremely backward 
situation in rural cultural work,” which was blamed primarily 
on the unavailability of even basic resources. 94  Moreover, 
cultural activities were not deemed important enough to 
supersede more pressing initiatives, such as production drives, 
meaning that ideological conditions degenerated further. As 
one report written on the eve of the Great Leap Forward 
detailed: 

 
A certain number of rich and rich-middle peasants 
with gravely capitalist thinking ( 思 想 ) have 
venomously attacked the cooperatives and state 
purchasing and distribution system, along with other 
policies. They “cry out grievances” and “complain of 
hardship” while exaggerating the shortcomings of the 
cooperatives, denying their advantages, and 
exaggerating the so-called advantages of “going it 
alone.” They stir up trouble by withdrawing from the 
cooperative, and also lead others to withdraw; [they] 
engage in speculative commerce, obtaining fertilizer 
from outside sources. They keep large plots of land for 
personal needs and occupy collective lands, do not 
labor on behalf of the collective, and steal and destroy 
common property etcetera. A minority of landlords, 
rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries, and “bad 
elements” who uphold reactionary standpoints have 
taken advantage of the situation to rise up, cause 
trouble, and threaten villagers—sometimes to the point 
of beating cadres and openly scheming to take back 
confiscated property.95 
 

Anti-collective and capitalist attitudes did not signal a 
triumph of official culture and party-state legitimacy over 
villager self-interest. As the report-writers continued, land 
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reform had in fact served to divide the ranks of rich and rich-
middle peasants into two main types: those who appeared to 
have undergone a genuine ideological transformation, and 
those who made insincere self-criticisms and statements 
because they feared being made targets for political attack (怕
挨整).96  

Even the Great Leap Forward itself failed to correct 
drifting cultural tendencies in the countryside. If anything, it 
exacerbated them. During the Leap, morale work was 
primarily carried out by downgraded ( 下 放 ) urban cadres 
dispatched from the city. A conference on cultural work held 
in April 1960 concluded that implementation of upper-level 
directives had failed to take hold due to lack of administrative 
and financial assistance, and the absence of an adequately 
centralized system of cadre oversight.97 Cultural units, such as 
performance troupes, sent to propagandize and enliven the 
Leap were withdrawn by 1959, and all remaining rural cultural 
infrastructure and personnel downsized. 98  Apolitical 
tendencies were observed among those who remained, and 
policing lagged behind policy goals.  

 
PROPAGANDA AND MOBILIZATION 

Outside of cultural networks, one of the most regular 
means of disseminating official political culture was through 
the propaganda campaign. 99  Beijing’s first major wave of 
campaigns occurred during the initial process of national state 
formation and consolidation: the spectacle of national 
liberation and related reforms in hygiene, marriage, and civil 
order, followed by more targeted mobilization during the 
“Resist America, Aid Korea” movement. CCP propaganda 
officials were particularly effective in utilizing university 
students to spread patriotic messages in factories, urban 
neighborhoods, and villages, and it was estimated that more 
than eighty percent of the population was engaged by party-
state propaganda work in support of the war effort. 100 
Propaganda content also included information describing the 
PRC’s political situation (政治形势) meant to boost morale by 
projecting a rosy picture of domestic affairs. 101  Internally, 
assessments of campaign efficacy were more self-critical: as 
in cultural work, issues of ideological disunity and lack of 
rural impact were prominent themes. 

Propaganda and culture were strategically and 
administratively intertwined. Propaganda campaigns provided 
crucial opportunities for local CCP committees to collect and 
report data on popular attitudes on a range of issues. Such 
surveillance activity was deemed essential to campaign 
success:  

Through propaganda network activities, the Party has 
promptly comprehended mass ideological conditions, and 
generally has used [these] for the thorough transmission of 
Party policies to the masses by propaganda personnel. During 
one school’s movement to transform the ideology of students 
and teachers, propaganda personnel were able to promptly 
collect and report conditions, allowing leaders to [further] 
research the thinking of the masses, and effectively push 
forward the development of the movement.102 

Direct control of routine government functions was 
another important element of propaganda work; Beijing’s 
cultural offices were supervised and staffed by CCP 

propagandists and other committee representatives. By 1952, 
the municipal Propaganda Department reported 1,444 
members serving in various city bureaucracies and work units, 
including 597 in the municipal government and 481 in urban 
and rural district governments.103 However, it was also noted 
that few of these personnel were able or willing to engage in 
regular propaganda activities, with some deemed “completely 
useless” (不起什么作用) even during the midst of the Resist 
America, Aid Korea Movement and Three- and Five-Antis 
campaigns. 104  To compensate, the Beijing CCP employed 
mass mobilization efforts to construct a “non-Party 
propaganda network” ( 非 党 宣 传 网 ) as a means of 
strengthening and popularizing political culture and messages. 
Singing songs and performing plays were two examples of 
activities open to non-Party amateurs; non-Party “activists” 
were also looked to as barometers of mass opinion.  

Propagandists had long observed that each campaign 
uncovered, and even triggered, new forms of dissatisfaction 
among the general populace. May First holiday celebrations 
intended to rally support against the U.S. showcased thirty 
separate parade columns of marchers and attracted nearly 
201,000 attendees.105 Public security forces, guards, military 
units, and household registration police (户籍警) canvassed 
the event, looking for signs of urban disorder and dissent. 
Some of the recorded incidents included simple complaint: 
parade organizers had failed to provide adequate boiled water, 
and there were several incidences of heatstroke. Cases were 
also reported of villagers threatened by local cadres with 
accusations of “anti-Party behavior” if they failed to attend 
official festivities, and others who complained that they could 
not hear the speeches and broadcasts. Potentially more serious 
incidents were also captured:  

 
There occurred several incidents of secret agent 
activity.  For example, a former Nationalist Party 
member from Beiding named Mu Quan said to a 
politically backward participant ( 落 后 团 员 ), 
“Everyone is of one mind to defeat the Eighth Route 
Army,” and was immediately arrested. In Sixteenth 
District, Dayu Village, the wife of Wang Jiyong said 
to another woman, “If you keep shouting slogans, 
you’ll become an Eighth Route Army whore.” At No. 
102 He’nan Street, a person named Lü shouted, “Long 
live the Nationalist Party!” In … Wuhe Village, poor 
peasant Zhao Decai yelled, “Protect the counter-
revolution!” At … Xiahongmen, someone yelled, 
“Resolutely protect the counter-revolution!” … On the 
Deshengmen Outer Road, it was discovered that 
someone had abandoned a hand grenade. In a natural 
village near Nanhu Canal, someone set a fire that 
destroyed property and crops.106     
 

Some of the outbursts were more satirical than seditious, 
and those responsible for alleged acts of sabotage did not 
necessarily seek to overthrow the government. However, 
ordinary citizens did not need to be Nationalist secret agents to 
express their skepticism and resistance towards the new order. 

Propagandists responded to hints of popular opposition to 
CCP policies with intimidation. In August 1952, the CCP 
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North China Bureau Propaganda Department circulated 
injunctions against threats and surprise interrogations carried 
out by propaganda personnel. 107  Yet rumors and anti-Party 
behavior continued. During the summer of 1950, Pervasive 
Truth sect (一贯道) mediums prophesied that “the Tiananmen 
stone lions are shedding tears, the Drum Tower is emitting 
smoke, and there will be chaos and upheaval under 
Heaven.”108 Some lower-rank CCP members were accused of 
belonging to the Pervasive Way or other underground 
religious organizations, and eventually a more comprehensive 
inquest was carried out by the Ministry of Public Security 
which reached into the CCP itself. Pre-1949 periodicals, 
books, films, and records continued to circulate—though 
perhaps less inflammatory than apocalyptic rumors, they 
represented another form of unofficial culture that continued 
to exist even after new cultural laws had come into effect.109 
Unregistered films and projectors were rounded up on a semi-
regular basis. U.S. films surreptitiously imported via Hong 
Kong—cartoons and travel films—added further to the 
complexity of local culture.110 Well into the late 1950s, legally 
dubious publishers and traveling book merchants continued to 
produce and circulate forms of print culture which caused 
concern among cultural officials. 111  Peddlers and roving 
artisans proved impossible to eradicate from city outskirts. 
These same marginal areas were almost completely untouched 
by official state cultural presence for years, according to 
reports written later in 1960.112 Rural areas focused more on 
production than on cultural work. Film teams and drama 
troupes avoided poorer areas.113 

Official political culture, though omnipresent in some 
contexts, was also limited in efficacy by popular attitudes, 
reach, and competing cultural forms. In addition, those 
responsible for producing and disseminating culture were 
perceived by administrator to be a major part of the problem, 
even after the first decade of CCP rule had drawn to a close:  

 
The cultural ranks remain impure (不纯不清).  Amidst 
the cultural ranks there are elements of the five [bad] 
types, turncoats (蜕化变质分子), many who are of 
little use in cultural work, and personnel with serious 
ideological problems, some of whom are still 
responsible for work in departments of strategic and 
ideological importance … Among leadership the work 
style is severely bureaucratic … and [leaders’] abilities 
to grasp political thought and quickly resolve concrete 
issues is uniformly poor.114   
 

Similar issues had been evident earlier, during the Great 
Leap Forward, when it was observed that many artists 
remained unwilling to engage in mass work, and local cadres 
ignored the importance of cultural activities and policy.115   

 
CONCLUSION 

The spectacle of CCP political culture witnessed by Derek 
Bodde in 1949 has, over time, become a metaphor for PRC 
state-society relations generally. Where the “masses” watch, 
they are assumed to also accept and enjoy; as they accept and 
enjoy, the party-state is legitimized. Through this metaphorical 
and largely speculative logic, the forms of political culture 
themselves are transmuted from symbols to evidence of an all-

encompassing power. Ultimately, they become self-sufficient 
as explanations for the party-state’s ability to reproduce its 
power through time. Acts of cultural production and largely 
internal (that is to say, esoteric) political statements 
surrounding culture—as well as the overlapping, but also 
conceptually separate, domains of ideology (“thought”) and 
propaganda—stand in for analysis of power itself. 

This article has approached political culture from a 
different perspective, starting with the archival-institutional 
lens offered by the CCP and party-state government. No 
assumption is made concerning the efficacy of political culture 
as tool of legitimacy creation. Rather than dissecting symbols 
and expressive practices for residual traces of compelling 
meaning, it distinguishes intentions from institutions, and 
cultural domination from coexisting practices of cooptation, 
rejection, and counter-cultural creation—even within the 
party-state itself. Its main finding is that, whether in 
sociospatial or temporal terms, cultural authority had to be 
constantly renewed through coercion, administration, and 
integration with local society.116 Within this dynamic setting, 
it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to attribute political 
behavior and belief to practices of cultural governance, if 
culture is understood to refer to policies, institutions, practices, 
and symbols of political meaning-making alone—the political 
power which shaped behavior and belief (whether performed 
or actually held) alike “worked” not because it appealed 
persuasively to everyone, but because, despite its uneven and 
erratic distribution, it imposed its reality and marginalized or 
destroyed alternatives by employing a range of resources. 
Economic and organizational power had to be marshaled in 
order to produce and disseminate political culture throughout 
the territory of Beijing. Repeated attempts were made to 
impose ideological uniformity on cadres and artists. 
Audiences were assembled through a combination of 
attraction, inducement, and punishments. Barriers of space, 
fiscal constraint, and popular skepticism had to be overcome 
in pursuit of a minimal centralized uniformity—an outcome 
which the local party-state proved repeatedly unable to 
deliver, even when standards across administrative divisions 
were adjusted to account for urban-rural difference and the 
need to confer distinction and luxury upon CCP members, 
their families, and the industrial-military vanguard created to 
support CCP rule. Cultural change undoubtedly occurred, but 
its effects were difficult to anticipate or ensure. While the 
archival record undoubtedly contains its own biases toward 
repetitious statements of “issues” and “errors” when assessing 
local CCP activity, and its sampling of popular behavior and 
attitudes appears instrumental rather than random and 
scientific, the social realities described therein align well with 
other local transcripts emphasizing state power’s 
discontinuous nature, as well as the persistence of competing 
worldviews and deeply ingrained community self-interest.117  

With respect to the CCP’s ability to position itself as the 
sole source of cultural power and patronage within the PRC, 
then, two significant impediments become evident. The first is 
that, at the local level, “the Party” itself was not an 
ideologically or organizationally coherent entity. Thus, 
speaking of political culture in the PRC becomes challenging, 
as there were many political cultures existing both inside and 
outside of formal CCP structures across space and time; 
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locality and anomie existed within these structures as well as 
without. Second, official political culture was of necessity 
forced to coexist with unofficial and underground cultural 
forms—including less tangible “artifacts” such as rumor, 
superstition, and informal habits of mind—in ways which 
make it very difficult to isolate the causal relationship between 
official culture’s mere presence and more concrete social 
outcomes. For this reason, the presence of legitimacy in the 
first decade of CCP rule becomes particularly difficult to 
prove or disprove. Legitimacy, in the classic Weberian sense, 
refers to justification of domination (“legitimation”) through 
sanctification of the past, devotion to a leader, or belief in the 
validity of legal rules and the competence of political 
bureaucracy to govern according to those rules. 118  The 
existence of a legitimate order—that is to say, the presence of 
legitimacy—intrinsically depends on orientation of actors 
toward a belief that authority and its commands are to be 
obeyed, and can only be verified through empirical evidence 
that action is likewise oriented toward this belief. 119 Whether 
political culture, and traditional use of culture in governance 
by China’s political actors, were effective tools for creating 
legitimacy is therefore not a question which either the fact of 
cultural production or archival perspectives on political culture 
are likely able to answer, as neither is effective in drawing 
connections between legitimizing activity, actors’ beliefs, and 
subsequent action.  

In conclusion, the method employed throughout this article 
suggests that the archival record can free the field of political 
culture from its Geertzian symbolic baggage by looking at 
more specific actors’ categories, such as “propaganda” and 
“cultural work,” as they appear in the archival record. From 
this perspective, culture was viewed as a struggle between 
new and old orders of leisure and entertainment; a means of 
conveying important political information and symbols; an 
activity whose domain included CCP surveillance of artist and 
audience attitudes; an economic enterprise and potential 
source of revenue; a bureaucratic interest group; and a social 
system whose continued order required additional party-state 
policing, intervention, and periodic outbursts of violence. Like 
other areas of CCP activity before and after 1949, it is difficult 
to draw the line between ideology, organization, and violence, 
for which reason political culture’s effects are better described 
as domination than legitimacy, though perhaps legitimacy is 
part of the story. On the point of what social actors really 
believed during the 1950s, the record remains largely 
inconclusive, in part because belief orientation and the 
relationship between belief and social action remain difficult 
to observe and measure. At minimum, political culture was a 
microcosm of CCP techniques of political rule, rather than a 
unique and particularly efficacious aspect. Anthropologists 
and sociologists have long appreciated the existence of local 
lifeways and resistance to party-state symbolic orders within 
PRC communities; by pushing these perspectives further, 
those using archival materials to highlight the complexity of 
local state-society interactions may yet play an important role 
in describing everyday forms of governance and domination 
from historically actual, rather than ideologically mimetic and 
idealized, points of view.  
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 Number of Organizations Performers Performances Audience Members 
Type New Old Total Women New Old New Content Old Content 
Professional drama troupes 4  90 35  9  60,000 
Folksingers and storytellers 1 13 70 30 514  7,640  
Yangge teams (dui) 15  2,000 1,000 82  200,000  
Singing teams (dui) 15  1,000 400 70  200,000  
Urban theaters 1 15       
Cinemas 3 22       
Table 1: Official (“new”) and unofficial (“old”) cultural organizations, late 1949. Source: [北京]市文委剧团管理组, “群众文艺
宣传组织统计表” [Statistical Table for Mass Literary, Artistic, and Propaganda Organizations], n.d., BMA 1-12-4 (data 
incomplete in original).  
 
 
 
 
  1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 
Cinemas State-managed and institutional 26 22 19 16 18 

State-private enterprises  1 1  1 
Private 20 13 13 11 11 

Film teams Cultural Office 1 1 2 3 14 
Other administrative units    36 91 

Theaters TOTAL 23 23 21 23 22 
State- and locally-managed 5 8 11 12 13 
Private 18 15 10 9 9 

Performance troupes TOTAL 65 71 55 37 55 
Peking opera 30 34 23 23 29 
Northeast opera (评剧) 10 15 17 11 15 
Other 25 22 15 3 21 

Libraries State-managed 1 1 1 1 1 
City-managed 1 1 1 1 1 

Cultural halls  4 8 17 20 19 
Cultural stations  7 41 60 63 58 
State-managed theatrical companies  1 1 1 1 1 
Table 2: Official estimate and classification of cultural enterprises, Beijing, 1949-1953. Source: “北京市一九四九年至一九五
三年文化事业基本情况” [Basic Conditions of Beijing Cultural Activities and Facilities, 1949-1953], n.d., BMA 11-1-147.  
 
 
 
 
 1954 1955 
Film projection teams 18 20 
Cinemas (total) 8 13 
State-operated cinemas 7 10 
Theaters (total) 8 9 
State-operated theaters 8 9 
Table 3: New cultural units nearing completion in 1954 compared with total number planned by end of 1955. Source: 一九五五
年文化事业计划控制数字的建议 [Proposed 1955 Cultural Activities and Facilities Plan Control Figures], BMA 11-1-141. 
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 Cinemas Theaters Cultural 

Halls 
Cultural 
Stations 

Libraries 
 State Private State Private 
URBAN        
Dongdan 3 1 6  1 3  
Dongsi  2 1  1 5  
Xidan 1 1   1 4 2 
Xisi 1 1   1 6  
Qianmen  2 3 1 1 2 1 
Chongwen  1   2 2  
Xuanwu  3  6 1 6  
RURAL        
Dongjiao    2 2 8  
Nanyuan     1 5  
Haidian     2 5  
Shijingshan   1  1 5  
Jingxikuang     3 5  
Fengtai     2 5  
 Table 4: Beijing cultural institutions by district, 1952. Source: 电影院剧场文化馆站图书馆分区统计表 [Statistical Diagrams 
on Distribution of Cinemas, Theaters, Cultural Halls, Cultural Stations, and Libraries], BMA 11/2/405. 
 
 
 
 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
Urban 3.2 5.8 11 11.7 11.6 11 12.7 13.5 15.8 10.4 
Township 3.9 7.3 13.2 14.4 13.1 12.3 13.9 15.8 17.7 15.8 
Rural - - .9 1.8 5.3 4.2 6.7 5.1 8.2 4.1 
Table 5: Average annual film viewings per person, Beijing municipality, 1949-1958. Source: “人民文化生活水平概况” 
[General Situation Concerning the Quality of the People’s Cultural Life] in 北京市文化事业统计资料, 1949-1958 [Materials on 
Beijing Cultural Activities and Facilities, 1949-1958] (n.p., n.d.).   
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